YUM! EATING DISORDERS by Bruce Strauch (The Citadel)
Molly Keane, Good Behaviour (1981) (Catch that 'u'? Anglo-Irish aristocrat with anorexic mum who eats in rebellion. And roast woodcock with blood leaking onto the toast.); (2) hilary Mantel, An Experiment in Love (1995) The Public Libraries Act of 1850 (yes, it's that old) largely replaced the subscription ones with local government free libraries. But now they're back in popularity.
The first one was the Leadhill Miners Library in Lanarkshire founded in 1741 by 21 miners, a minister and a schoolmaster. Other famous ones are the Portico Library in Manchester, the Leeds Library, and the birmingham and Midlands institute. The Liverpool Athenaeum is the priciest at £795/year.
Heritage and history value is a huge draw.
Plus, I would imagine, no derelicts, Internet smut and noisy children doesn't hurt.
See 
PADDYWHACKERY by Bruce Strauch (The Citadel)
Her detractors call it Celtic Disneyland and the garden equivalent of Lucky Charms. But Mary Reynolds has multiple fans and is famous for upending the garden establishment with subversive designs evoking mystical Irish landscapes.
Her new book The Garden Awakening is a hot seller on Amazon and her biopic Dare to be Wild won an audience prize at the Dublin international Film Festival.
Her first creation was inspired by the W.b. Yeats poem "The Stolen Child." A path led to a moss-covered island in the shape of a sleeping fairy woman.
"Fairies, to me, embody the spirit of the land. I wanted to lead people back to that place."
See -jennie Rothenberg gritz, "Wild Irish Sage," Smithsonian, June, 2016, p.18.
FIRST NOVEL AND THE BACK END by Bruce Strauch (The Citadel)
No doubt you learned in high school that Pamela was both the first novel and epistolary. Samuel Richardson was highly puritanical and sought to impart a lesson in just and prudent actions "in the common concerns of life." While Pamela's letters are lively and conversational, they are consumed with issues of virtue and honesty. Alexander Pope said the novel would do more good than volumes of sermons.
It was wildly popular and inspired merchandise from tea cups to fans, spurious sequels, a theatrical version plus a comic opera. henry Fielding, a failed playwright studying to be a lawyer found it so unbearable he wrote a spoof called Shamela with the girl a slattern. And Joseph Andrews about her brother.
And of course he later gave us the ribald Tom Jones. 
